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χἵhilleuὅ’ fiὄὅt ὄeaἵtion to the newὅ of Patὄokloὅ’ death iὅ to defaἵe hiὅ own ἴody with 
dirt and ashes: a spontaneous act of grief for his fallen beloved.1 His grief sinks 
further. The hero refuses to wash the dirt, blood and grime from his own self-defiling, 
from war and from his retributive battle with Hektor, until he himself has cast 
Patὄokloὅ’ ἴody into the fiὄe and ἵut off his hair in mourning. Day by day, as 
χἵhilleuὅ’ phyὅiἵal pollution ἵakeὅ onto hiὅ ἴody, he fuὄtheὄ alignὅ himὅelf with the 
now decomposing body of Patroklos; becoming a shady half-living pollutant with 
Patroklos as his half-dead counterpart. The two are so closely linked at the stage 
that they ἴeἵome one and the ὅame, and when χἵhilleuὅ pὄeὅideὅ of Patὄokloὅ’ 
funeral he is really presiding over his own burial. 
 
This paper is presented in two sections. The first is a brief exegesis on historical 
funerary ritual practices, particularly focussing on the performance of grief and the 
concept of death-ὄelated pollutionν following thiὅ iὅ a ἵloὅe ὄeading of χἵhilleuὅ’ 
peὄfoὄmanἵe of gὄief afteὄ Patὄokloὅ’ death in the Iliad. Many of the common, 
historical formalised performanἵeὅ of gὄief and mouὄning aὄe played out in χἵhilleuὅ’ 
narrative but – as in many aspects of his life and being – these are played out to an 
extreme extent. 
 
1. Grief and funerary ritual 
In normal circumstances death, funerary rites and expressions of mourning follow a 
highly rigid pattern. In order to ensure that death was completed properly, multiple 
ὄitual ὅtageὅ weὄe ὄeὃuiὄed of the deἵeaὅed’ὅ ὅuὄviving ὄelativeὅέ ϊeath waὅ an on-
going separation from the world of the living, and the shade could only enter the 
                                                     
1
 This paper was originally presented as the final paper in a collaborative panel on the corporeal 
existence of Achilleus. Many thanks to Siobhan Privitera, and to the two anonymous reviewers of 
Rosetta, for their helpful comments. All translations are from Murray/Wyatt (1999). 
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underworld after correct burial.2 In otheὄ woὄdὅμ ‘death iὅ not ἵompleted in an 
inὅtantέ’3 Death was, in many ways, an equaliser.4 The procedure of death involved 
three main ritual acts: the prosthesis, or laying out of the body; the ekphora, or 
conveyance to the place of interment; and finally the deposition of the cremated or 
inhumed remains.5 ἦheὅe thὄee ὅtageὅ oἵἵuὄ in Patὄokloὅ’ funeὄal, and eaἵh ὅtage iὅ 
officiated over by Achilleus rather than the customary close female relative. 
 
The most important aspect of funerary rites was the ritual cleansing of the house and 
body, which took place during the prosthesis and began the process of cleansing the 
pollution caused by death. Death-pollution was not necessarily considered to be a 
negative force, ἴut waὅ ὄatheὄ ‘juὅt one aὅpeἵt of the ὅtate of mouὄningέ’6 The level of 
associated pollution cast over a person by the deceased was, usually, directly 
related to their relationship in life, with women normally more affected than men. In 
the case of mourning for Patroklos, although the female servants, and Thetis and the 
nymphὅ mouὄn, χἵhilleuὅ inἵuὄὅ the ἴὄunt of Patὄokloὅ’ death-pollution. Purificatory 
periods may also have held a correlation to the length of time it was believed that the 
psyche of the deceased spent between the worlds of the living and the dead. 
Pollution surrounding death was not only sentimental in nature but founded in 
practical, hygienic considerations which needed to be addressed when moving 
around the decomposing corpse.7 
 
The performance of personal grief mirrors the sentimentality of death-pollution. 
Although there was an acceptance of personal grief over the loss of a family 
member, grief was tempered by an understanding of the inevitability of death. Public 
                                                     
2
 Sourvinou-Inwood (1981: 18) 
3
 Vermeule (1979: 2) 
4
 In Homer, for example, the two Nekuia scenes of the Odyssey show that there is no distinction make 
ἴetween ‘heὄoiἵ’ dead and ‘ὄegulaὄ’ deadμ the ὅuitoὄὅ who tὄavel into the underworld at the opening of 
book 24 mingle indiscriminately with the shades of Agamemnon, Aias, Achilleus and Patroklos (Hom. 
Od. 24.1-15), likewise, the shades that Odysseus encounters in his journey into the 
underworld/necromantic ritual include Elpenor and his mother Anticleia, who mix indiscriminately with 
soldiers, young women, and, of course, the famous seer Tireseias (Hom. Od. 11.51-96). In 6th C BCE 
Athens, funeral legislation was passed which placed cost and noise prohibitions on funerals and 
banned professional mourners; this provided an additional equaliser for the late archaic period, see 
Dem. Mac. 43.62, Plut. Solon 21, Cic. Leg. 25.63; Garland (1989: 1-15) 
5
 This is an amalgamation of the slightly different tripartite systems offered by Garland and Vermeule. 
See Garland (1985: 21; Vermeule (1979: 19) For a full discussion of each ritual stage of funerary rites 
see Garland (1985: 21-27; Kurtz and Boardman (1971: 142-161) 
6
 Parker (1983: 35) 
7
 Garland (1985: 43) 
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grief was not a long-lasting personal trauma that overtook a person indefinitely but 
was highly controlled and channelled into a ritualistic outpouring. Violent outbursts, 
like ripping at hair or clothing, are a good demonstration of this: on the surface they 
appear to be spontaneous acts of grief, but they are highly performative ritualised 
aspects of formal lamentation.8 Personal grief, however, can be separated from 
these highly ritualised acts of lamentation, which were considered to be owed to the 
dead, forming a part of their ȖȑȡαȢ șȐȞαĲȠȞ – honour for the dead – aὅ ‘lament waὅ 
one of the wayὅ though whiἵh the deἵeaὅed’ὅ ὅoἵial peὄὅona waὅ aὄtiἵulated and 
given value, and hiὅ impoὄtanἵe ὅtὄeὅὅedέ’9 To leave the deceased without such 
praise and honour was both highly disrespectful to him and a personal insult to the 
gods, who may cause the deceased to turn on his relatives and friends. When 
Odysseus speaks with the dead, Elpenor pleads with the hero that he should not be 
left: 
ȝȒ ȝ᾽ ਙțȜαυĲȠȞ ਙșαπĲȠȞ ੁὼȞ ੕πȚșİȞ țαĲαȜİȓπİȚȞ 
ȞȠıφȚıșİȓȢ, ȝȒ ĲȠȓ ĲȚ șİ૵Ȟ ȝȒȞȚȝα ȖȑȞȦȝαȚ 
 
unwept and unlamented… leὅt I in ὅome way ἴeἵome a ὅouὄἵe of god’ὅ wὄath 
foὄ youέ’10  
 
Lamentation began during the prosthesis, after appropriate offerings had been made 
to the deceased, but were mainly expressed during the ekphora, while the body was 
in transit and grief could be most publically expressed.11 
 
2. Achilleus’ grief and Patroklos’ death 
When χἵhilleuὅ fiὄὅt leaὄnὅ of Patὄokloὅ’ death, he ἵoveὄὅ hiὅ faἵe and haiὄ with diὄtμ 
 
੬Ȣ φȐĲȠ, ĲઁȞ į᾽ ਙȤİȠȢ ȞİφȑȜȘ ਥțȐȜυȥİ ȝȑȜαȚȞαμ 
ἀȝφȠĲȑȡῃıȚ į੻ Ȥİȡı੿Ȟ ਦȜὼȞ țȩȞȚȞ αੁșαȜȩİııαȞ 
ȤİȪαĲȠ ț੹ț țİφαȜોȢ, ȤαȡȓİȞ į᾽ ᾔıȤυȞİ πȡȩıȦπȠȞμ 
ȞİțĲαȡȑῳ į੻ ȤȚĲ૵ȞȚ ȝȑȜαȚȞ᾽ ἀȝφȓȗαȞİ ĲȑφȡȘέ 
αὐĲઁȢ į᾽ ਥȞ țȠȞȓῃıȚ ȝȑȖαȢ ȝİȖαȜȦıĲ੿ ĲαȞυıșİ੿Ȣ 
                                                     
8
 Stafford (2000: 6) 
9
 Sourvinou-Inwood (1995: 177; cf. 171, 175) cf. Jones (2010: 103) 
10
 Hom. Od. 11.72-73. 
11
 Stafford (2000: 6) 
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țİῖĲȠ, φȓȜῃıȚ į੻ Ȥİȡı੿ țȩȝȘȞ ᾔıȤυȞİ įαΐȗȦȞέ  
 
So he spoke, and a black cloud of grief enfolded Achilleus, and with both 
hands he took the dark dust and poured it over his head and defiled his face, 
and on his fragrant tunic the black ashes fell. And he himself in the dust lay 
outstretched, mighty in his mightiness, and with his own hand he tore and 
marred his hair.12 
 
ἦhe ‘ἴlaἵk ἵloud of gὄief’13 that envelops Achilleus represents his first movement into 
the world of death. Death is often described as a black cloud overcoming the dying 
warrior,14 the most common metaphor for death in the Iliad is darkness covering the 
eyes. Darkness and blackness also represent the underworld – the world where 
χἵhilleuὅ iὅ going, whiἵh Patὄokloὅ’ death foὄeὅhadowὅέ 
 
χἵhilleuὅ’ initial ὅelf-defilement is not met with shock; self-pollution was sometimes 
uὅed aὅ a phyὅiἵal way of exteὄnaliὅing emotional painέ όollowing ώektoὄ’ὅ death, 
Pὄiam ὅimilaὄly aligned himὅelf with the ὅtate of hiὅ ὅon’ὅ ἴody when he 
țυȜȚȞįȩȝİȞȠȢ țαĲ੹ țȩπȡȠȞ (‘ὄolled in the muἵk’)15 and when Iὄiὅ deliveὄὅ the godὅ’ 
message to him, she finds him similarly defiled: 
  
  ἀȝφ੿ į੻ πȠȜȜ੽ 
țȩπȡȠȢ ἔȘȞ țİφαȜૌ Ĳİ țα੿ αὐȤȑȞȚ ĲȠῖȠ ȖȑȡȠȞĲȠȢ 
ĲȒȞ ૧α țυȜȚȞįȩȝİȞȠȢ țαĲαȝȒıαĲȠ Ȥİȡı੿Ȟ ਦૌıȚέ  
 
On the old man’ὅ head and neἵk waὅ filth in aἴundanἵe whiἵh he had 
gathered in his hands as he grovelled in the earth.16 
 
Physical pollution is aimed at assimilating with the state of the deceased, particularly 
when that person has not been given proper funerary rites and is still in a transitory 
                                                     
12
 Hom. Il. 18.22-27. 
13
 cf. Hektor mourning, Il. 8.124, 316; Od. 1ἅέκγ, δaeὄteὅ mouὄning τdyὅὅeuὅ’ ‘death’ at Od. 24.315-
317. 
14
 Metaphors include death covering, being poured over, seizing and arriving at the victim. See 
Garland (1981: 46)  
15
 Hom. Il. 22.414. 
16
 Hom. Il. 24.164-165. 
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poὅition ἴetween the woὄldὅ of the living and the deadέ ‘ϊiὄtineὅὅ, whiἵh 
ἵompὄomiὅeὅ a peὄὅon’ὅ phyὅiἵal integὄity, iὅ a viὅiἴle ὅign of the exiὅtential diὅoὄdeὄ 
affeἵting thoὅe who have loὅt ὅomeone ἵloὅeέ’17 In other words, it is nothing more 
than phyὅiἵal lamentationέ ἐut, χἵhilleuὅ’ aὅὅimilation to Patὄokloὅ goeὅ fuὄtheὄ than 
being a physical representation of his grief. Bathing in dirt is symbolic of death on the 
battlefield, as the body is ground into the dirt, mud and blood, and mutilated by the 
enemyέ χἵhilleuὅ’ ὅelf-defilement ἴeginὅ the pὄoἵeὅὅ of integὄation with Patὄokloὅ’ 
body, and this transformation will be complete once he enters battle, when, refusing 
to wash, his body will be stained with mud and blood. Integration between Achilleus 
and Patὄokloὅ iὅ ὄeinfoὄἵed ἴy ἦhetiὅ’ and the σeὄeidὅ’ lamentation, who aἵt aὅ 
though they aὄe aἵtually gὄieving foὄ χἵhilleuὅ, ἵonfuὅing thiὅ with the waὄὄioὄ’ὅ own 
upcoming death.18 χἵhilleuὅ’ own moὄtality haὅ ἴeen well eὅtaἴliὅhed in the poem: 
he was ȝȚȞυȞșȐįȚȠȢ (‘ὅhoὄt-lived’)19 and ὠțυȝȠȡȫĲαĲȠȢ (‘eaὄly dyingέ’)20 Achilleus 
has received a dual prophecy of his death, of which he must choose the path he 
wishes to follow: 
ȝȒĲȘȡ ȖȐȡ Ĳȑ ȝȑ φȘıȚ șİ੹ ΘȑĲȚȢ ἀȡȖυȡȩπİȗα 
įȚȤșαįȓαȢ țોȡαȢ φİȡȑȝİȞ șαȞȐĲȠȚȠ ĲȑȜȠȢ įȑέ 
İੁ ȝȑȞ ț᾽ αὖșȚ ȝȑȞȦȞ ȉȡȫȦȞ πȩȜȚȞ ἀȝφȚȝȐȤȦȝαȚ, 
੭ȜİĲȠ ȝȑȞ ȝȠȚ ȞȩıĲȠȢ, ἀĲ੹ȡ țȜȑȠȢ ਙφșȚĲȠȞ ἔıĲαȚμ 
İੁ įȑ țİȞ Ƞ੅țαį᾽ ੆țȦȝȚ φȓȜȘȞ ਥȢ παĲȡȓįα ȖαῖαȞ, 
੭ȜİĲȩ ȝȠȚ țȜȑȠȢ ਥıșȜȩȞ, ਥπ੿ įȘȡઁȞ įȑ ȝȠȚ αੁὼȞ 
ἔııİĲαȚ, Ƞὐįȑ țȑ ȝ᾽ ὦțα ĲȑȜȠȢ șαȞȐĲȠȚȠ țȚȤİȓȘέ 
 
For my mother the goddess, silver-footed Thetis, tell me that twofold fates are 
bearing me toward the doom of death: if I abide here and war about the city of 
the Trojans, then lost is my home-return, but my renown shall be 
imperishable; but if I return home to my dear native land, lost then is my 
glorious renown, yet shall my life long endure, neither shall the doom of death 
come soon upon me.21 
 
                                                     
17
 Guralnick (1974: 64) 
18
 ἵfέ Patὄokloὅ ἴeing mouὄned ἴy χἵhilleuὅ’ immoὄtal hoὄὅeὅ, ώomέ Il. 17.426-428, 23.280-284. 
19
 Hom. Il. 1.352. 
20
 Hom. Il. 1.505. 
21
 Hom. Il. 9.410-416. 
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χἵhilleuὅ’ death ἴeginὅ with the ἵhoiἵe that he makeὅ at thiὅ timeέ  Patὄokloὅ’ fate 
ἴeἵomeὅ entwined with χἵhilleuὅ’ and hiὅ death becomes a marker which signals 
the heὄo’ὅ deathέ χἵhilleuὅ knowὅ that hiὅ death iὅ tied to ώektoὄ’ὅ and ἴy vowing to 
avenge Patroklos he is condemning himself.22  
 
Following the pledge to avenge Patroklos, Thetis forbids her son from re-entering the 
battle until she has returned with new armour for him. This new armour may 
ὄepὄeὅent ἦhetiὅ’ attempt to ἴegin the pὄoἵeὅὅ of ὄitual ἵleanὅing of heὄ ὅonμ new, 
clean, god-foὄged aὄmouὄ whiἵh ὄepὄeὅentὅ χἵhilleuὅ’ heὄoiἵ pὄoweὅὅ, in exἵhange 
for old, worn-out, stolen aὄmouὄ whiἵh ὄepὄeὅentὅ Patὄokloὅ’ moὄtal weakneὅὅέ In 
dying in χἵhilleuὅ’ aὄmouὄ,23 Patroklos assumed a shadow-identity of the hero; his 
death iὅ the death of ἴoth men, χἵhilleuὅ’ heὄoiἵ image in Patὄokloὅ’ fὄagile ἴodyέ 
And yet, through χἵhilleuὅ’ gὄief-possessed physical alignment with the corpse of 
Patὄokloὅ, they ἴoth live aὅ wellέ Until χἵhilleuὅ ἵompleteὅ Patὄokloὅ’ funeὄaὄy ὄitualὅ 
and he can pass into the underworld, the slain warrior still exists in a state of half-
death. Likewise, until Achilleus can extricate himself from the shadow of his beloved, 
which must occur before he dies himself; the hero can only exist in a state of half-life.  
 
χἵhilleuὅ haὅ, fὄom leaὄning of Patὄokloὅ’ death, ὄefuὅed to eat and dὄinkμ 
 
਷ Ĳ᾽ ἂȞ ἔȖȦȖİ 
Ȟ૨Ȟ ȝ੻Ȟ ἀȞȫȖȠȚȝȚ πĲȠȜİȝȓȗİȚȞ υἷαȢ ἈȤαȚ૵Ȟ 
ȞȒıĲȚαȢ ἀțȝȒȞȠυȢ, ਚȝα į᾽ ἠİȜȓῳ țαĲαįȪȞĲȚ 
ĲİȪȟİıșαȚ ȝȑȖα įȩȡπȠȞ, ਥπ੽Ȟ ĲİȚıαȓȝİșα ȜȫȕȘȞέ 
πȡ੿Ȟ į᾽ Ƞὔ πȦȢ ἂȞ ἔȝȠȚȖİ φȓȜȠȞ țαĲ੹ ȜαȚȝઁȞ ੁİȓȘ 
Ƞὐ πȩıȚȢ Ƞὐį੻ ȕȡ૵ıȚȢ ਦĲαȓȡȠυ ĲİșȞȘ૵ĲȠȢ 
੖Ȣ ȝȠȚ ਥȞ੿ țȜȚıȓῃ įİįαȧȖȝȑȞȠȢ ὀȟȑȧ ȤαȜț૶ 
țİῖĲαȚ ἀȞ੹ πȡȩșυȡȠȞ ĲİĲȡαȝȝȑȞȠȢ, ἀȝφ੿ į᾽ ਦĲαῖȡȠȚ 
ȝȪȡȠȞĲαȚμ Ĳȩ ȝȠȚ Ƞὔ ĲȚ ȝİĲ੹ φȡİı੿ Ĳα૨Ĳα ȝȑȝȘȜİȞ, 
ἀȜȜ੹ φȩȞȠȢ Ĳİ țα੿ αἷȝα țα੿ ἀȡȖαȜȑȠȢ ıĲȩȞȠȢ ἀȞįȡ૵Ȟέ 
 
                                                     
22
 Schein (1984: 132) 
23
 Even ώektoὄ, leading heὄo of the ἦὄojanὅ and ὅlayeὄ of Patὄokloὅ, iὅ killed weaὄing χἵhilleuὅ’ 
aὄmouὄν theὄe iὅ an undeniaἴle link in the fateὅ of ώektoὄ and χἵhilleuὅ, and ώektoὄ’ὅ death alὅo 
prefiguὄeὅ χἵhilleuὅ’έ ἵfέ Holoway (2012: 153) 
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Surely for my own part I would even now command the sons of the Acheans 
to do battle fasting and unfed, and at the setting of the sun to make ready a 
great meal, when we have avenged the outrage.  Until then, down my throat, 
at least, neither drink nor food will pass, since my comrade is dead, who in my 
hut lies mangled by the sharp sword, his feet turned toward the door, while 
round about him our comrades mourn; so it is not at all these things that 
concern my mind, but slaying, and blood, and the grievous groans of men.24 
 
 This is another physical manifestation of this half-life: the living-dead, the walking-
corpse needs no nourishment other than death. Even when he does begin to eat, 
following Patὄokloὅ’ funeὄal, the idea iὅ aἴhoὄὄent to him, and ὅuὅtenanἵe only ὅeὄveὅ 
to get his body to the final milestone. This is demonstrated very clearly in the first 
ritualised act of Patὄokloὅ’ funeὄal which oἵἵuὄὅ ὅome way afteὄ χἵhilleuὅ’ initial 
outpouring of grief, and is manifested in a distinct way. The traditional elements of 
funerary ritual are undertaken: feasting, ritualised lament – it iὅ even ἵalled the ȖȑȡαȢ 
șȐȞαĲȠȞ (‘honouὄὅ foὄ the deadέ)25 and Patὄokloὅ’ ὅepaὄation fὄom the woὄld of the 
living ἴeginὅ when hiὅ ἴody iὅ ὄemoved fὄom χἵhilleuὅ’ hut and moves toward the 
funeὄal’ὅ ὄitual ὅpaἵeέ ἦhiὅ iὅ wheὄe χἵhilleuὅ fiὄὅt eatὅέ όuneὄaὄy ἴanὃuetὅ inἵluded 
offerings to the deceased, and Achilleus is able to eat here because it is appropriate 
for the dead to eat, and it was even believed that the deceased acted as a funerary 
ἴanὃuet’ὅ hoὅtέ26 That is, because of his alignment to Patroklos he has taken on the 
ἵhaὄaἵteὄiὅtiἵὅ of ἴeing dead and ἵan theὄefoὄe only paὄtiἵipate in the ‘noὄmal life’ of 
the deceased. The elements of the funeral do not occur in the order in which they 
would historically occur, in particular holding the banquet prior to burial. In one 
ὅenὅe, thiὅ iὅ to faἵilitate χἵhilleuὅ’ alignment with Patὄokloὅ, ἴut the ὅuἴveὄὅion of 
Patὄokloὅ’ funeὄal ὄiteὅ mimiἵ the ὅuἴveὄὅion of χἵhilleuὅ’ death: banquet before 
ἴuὄial and funeὄal ἴefoὄe deathέ χἵhilleuὅ’ aὄmy, the εyὄmidonὅ, aὄe ἴeing told not to 
lament Patὄokloὅ’ death, to allow him to move ὅwiftly into the undeὄwoὄld, ἴut ἴy 
perverting and prolonging the funerary rites, Achilleus is keeping Patroklos in the 
uppeὄ woὄld longeὄ than neἵeὅὅaὄyέ όollowing Patὄokloὅ’ death, ὄefeὄenἵeὅ to 
χἵhilleuὅ’ own death ἴeἵome moὄe numeὄouὅ in the poemέ χἵhilleuὅ ὅeemὅ 
                                                     
24
 Hom. Il. 19.205-214. Holoway (2012: 14) 
25
 Hom. Il. 23.9. 
26
 Artemidoros 5.82 T; Garland (2001: 39) 
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impatient for it to arrive,27 and yet he pὄolongὅ hiὅ own life ἴy pὄolonging Patὄokloὅ’ 
funeral in this way, knowing that he must wait for his own destiny to be fulfilled 
before the two can be together in death, both their shades in the underworld and 
their remains mingled together in one urn.28 
 
Achilleus is also rebuked for delaying Patroklos’ ἴuὄialέ ἦhe ὅhade appeaὄὅ to the 
hero in a dream asking for swift burial, even though it is he himself who requests that 
their remains be buried together. This is the first time in Homer, and the first time in 
extant literature, that the idea that burial was required for entry into the underworld is 
expressed so obviously. At the moment he appears to Achilleus, Patroklos inhabits a 
transitory space that belongs neitherto the world of the living nor the world of the 
dead. His status as a dream-figure only highlights this transgressive status. 
χἵhilleuὅ’ ὄeluἵtanἵe to gὄant hiὅ fὄiend a pὄopeὄ funeὄal demonὅtὄateὅ hiὅ ἵleaὄ 
unwillingness to let Patroklos go. Funerary rites – and along with them, the ὅhade’ὅ 
admittance into the underworld – symbolise the final separation; once Patroklos 
enters the underworld he can no longer enter the world of the living. 
 
Following the appearance of Patroklos in his dream, Achilleus does conduct funerary 
rites for him. Achilleus himself presides over the burial, and the ritual culminates with 
Achilleus shearing his hair to dedicate to his lost friend. The lock had been 
previously promised to the local river god of his home. Cutting his hair, he says:  
 
ȈπİȡȤİ઀' ਙȜȜȦȢ ıȠ઀ Ȗİ παĲ੽ȡ ἠȡ੾ıαĲȠ ΠȘȜİઃȢ  
țİῖı੼ ȝİ ȞȠıĲ੾ıαȞĲα φ઀ȜȘȞ ਥȢ παĲȡ઀įα ȖαῖαȞ  
ıȠ઀ Ĳİ țંȝȘȞ țİȡ੼İȚȞ ૧੼ȟİȚȞ ș' ੂİȡ੽Ȟ ਦțαĲંȝȕȘȞ… 
੬Ȣ ἠȡᾶș' ੔ Ȗ੼ȡȦȞ, ıઃ į੼ Ƞੂ ȞંȠȞ Ƞὐț ਥĲ੼ȜİııαȢέ  
Ȟ૨Ȟ į' ਥπİ੿ Ƞὐ Ȟ੼Ƞȝα઀ Ȗİ φ઀ȜȘȞ ਥȢ παĲȡ઀įα ȖαῖαȞ  
ΠαĲȡંțȜῳ ਸ਼ȡȦȧ țંȝȘȞ ὀπ੺ıαȚȝȚ φ੼ȡİıșαȚέ 
 
Spercheius, in vain did my father Peleus vow to you that when I come home 
there to my dear native land I would cut my hair to you and offer a holy 
                                                     
27
 Burgess (2009: 55) 
28
 Hom. Il. 23.83-84. 
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heἵatomἴ… ὅinἵe I will not ὄetuὄn to my deaὄ native land, let me give thiὅ loἵk 
to the warrior Patroklos to take with him.29  
 
This speech highlights the inevitable fact of χἵhilleuὅ’ own impending deathέ When 
the heὄo offiἵiateὅ oveὄ Patὄokloὅ’ funeὄal he is also officiating his own funeral, 
ὄememἴeὄing that the uὄn that will hold Patὄokloὅ’ ἴuὄned ἴoneὅ will alὅo hold hiὅ 
own, and the mound that ἵoveὄὅ Patὄokloὅ’ gὄave will be his own burial mound. 
 
The only thing left for Achilleus to do is mourn. His friend can pass into the 
underworld, no longer inhabiting the transgressive space between the worlds, and 
who cannot therefore have any further contact with the world of the living. Mourning 
takeὅ oveὄ χἵhilleuὅ’ life, he getὅ no ὄeὅt and only manageὅ to ὄiὅe out of the depthὅ 
of despair to defile the body of Hektor, slayer of his beloved, and this goes on for 
several days.30 ἦhe aἵt of dὄagging ώektoὄ’ὅ ἴody thὄee timeὅ each day around 
Patὄokloὅ’ gὄaveὅite iὅ ὄeminiὅἵent of a ὄitualiὅed aἵt of mouὄningέ In theiὄ fiὄὅt ὄitual 
aἵt, the εyὄmidonὅ had dὄiven theiὄ ἵhaὄiotὅ aὄound Patὄokloὅ’ ὅlain ἴodyέ31 
δikewiὅe, the godὅ’ pὄeὅeὄvation of ώektoὄ’ὅ ἴeauty highlightὅ the gὄimy, dirt-
enἵὄuὅted, muddy, ἴloody deadneὅὅ that iὅ enἵὄuὅted on χἵhilleuὅ’ ὅkinμ the 
deceased warrior appears beautiful as in life, and the living warrior is nothing more 
than a shade. 
 
3. Conclusions 
The truly extraordinary thing about this situation is Achilleuὅ’ devotion to the pollution 
he carried. He refuses to wash the marks and stains of fighting from his body until 
Patὄokloὅ’ death iὅ pὄopeὄly avenged, hiὅ funeὄaὄy ὄitualὅ ἵomplete,32 and the heὄo’ὅ 
personal anger quenched.  This physical pollution is a manifestation of the grief he 
feels for his fallen friend and signals a deeper shift in the hero.  The pollution that 
ἵakeὅ on χἵhilleuὅ’ ἴody iὅ not juὅt an outwaὄd expὄeὅὅion of gὄief, oὄ meὄely the 
ordinary pollution one would incur by coming into contact with the dead. It is, in many 
                                                     
29
 Hom. Il. 23. 144-46, 149-51. 
30
 ‘Up to veὄὅe 11 the deὅἵὄiption ὅeems to refer to a single night, but the frequentive verbs in 12-17 
evidently deὅἵὄiἴe χἵhilleuὅ’ aἵtionὅ oveὄ ὅeveὄal nightὅμ ἵfέ eὅpeἵially ȚȒșİıțİȞ of ϊawn (1γ), and the 
faἵt that the next ὅtage (χpollo’ὅ pὄoteὅt to the godὅ) only oἵἵuὄὅ on the twelfth day (γ1)έ’  Richardson 
(1993) 
31
 Hom. Il. 23.12-14. 
32
 Hom. Il. 23.44-46. 
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wayὅ, the pollution of χἵhilleuὅ’ own foὄthἵoming death – the slow decline of a 
warrior who is already partly dead. Patὄokloὅ’ death iὅ, then, the performance of the 
death that Achilleus does not have in the Iliad.  
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